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2. Project Information 
 

 Project 1: 
 

A) Name of Design:  Wireless Point-to-Point Digital Audio-Video-Data Terminal  
     Name of the Product:  Kozy 
 
B) Description: 
 
 Wireless Point-to-Point Digital Audio-Video-Data Terminal (Kozy) is targeted to 
provide wireless integration of consumer products that conventionally use wires for 
communication. Some such wired scenarios are – 

a) A Desktop PC has wired accessories like a monitor, a mouse, a keyboard, a 
microphone, a pair of speakers or headphones, a printer and a modem. Kozy is 
a seven channel full duplex audio-video-data terminal capable of 
communicating to its mobile slave terminals using microwave link. 
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b) A surround sound system with number of speakers interfaced to an audio 
system. 

 
Applications: 

Impact of Kozy on business and personal lives can be understood in following 
scenarios- 

a) A business meeting draws managers. Imagine the level of preparations and 
efforts Network administrator has to make to configure each machine on LAN 
to enable printing from all the terminals. Kozy allows you to punch in an id of 
that printer and you are enabled to print. From security point of view as well 
this would seem preferable to any host. 

b) A workshop is organized where delegates from various companies are 
expected to deliver their talks. Either each one walks to the podium and 
connects his laptop to the projector at the beginning of the speech and 
disconnects his laptop at the end of the talk or all the speakers mail their 
presentations to the administrator who manages them sequentially. Many a 
times you will see a speaker juggling around with function keys. Many a times 
a speaker may not be willing to pass over a presentation to someone due to 
confidentiality reasons though he wants to present it. 

c) I buy a new Desktop PC and unpack it and juggle with it 15 minutes to 
connect everything to the back of the box. In a second scenario, I unpack the 
boxes and boot up my machine. My machine searches for all the available 
hardware and connects appropriately like an Ad-hoc network of devices. Once 
up and running, I punch in all devices that I may use like for example my TV 
in my bedroom. I may pick up my keyboard and walk into my bedroom. I 
switch on the TV and reconfigure my network of devices using just my 
Keyboard to regroup it with nearest Visual device and Audio Device. I am 
seeing on my TV my familiar Desktop view and hearing the song which I was 
hearing in my living room. 

d) I buy a surround sound system. I unpack it and juggle with wires for first 15 
minutes. Then I feel may be a headphone is better. I sit at a place with my 
headphone attached to hear that music or turn on the music loud and move to 
kitchen where I can still hear it. What about neighbors. In second scenario, I 
unpack the boxes and power them up and that is it. I pick up the headphone 
and turn it on. All the speakers go off and I am enjoying the music on my 
headphone. 

 
Functionality: 
 
 For the two applications proposed earlier Kozy has two different wrappers in the 
form of firmware but same seven channel full duplex transceiver core. We will discuss 
them one by one. 
 
 
 
 



Functionality: Kozy for Desktop PCs 
 

Figure 1 below explains the boot sequence for a desktop without any terminal 
hooked up to it except Kozy. Kozy accepts input from back of the box display device serial 
out, two-channel audio out and USB out. After the system has booted, the firmware in 
Kozy goes through a search sequence looking for minimum set of peripheral devices. 
After this initial configuration is available, more slave devices can be added for each type 
of functionality.  

 
 

Figure 1: Typical boot sequence for Kozy hooked up to Desktop box. 
 

The heart of the digital communication through each channel in Kozy is a digital base 
band processor interfaced to a full duplex transceiver. The full transceiver for a stereo 
audio channel is shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Digital Processor and Double Conversion Transceiver for Stereo Audio 

 



Proposed Design Steps 

 
 
 
We propose to do following Blocks- 
 

1) 900 MHz VCO 
2) Frequency Divider 
3) Phase Shifter 
4) Two Mixers (900 MHz and 450 MHz) 
5) FSK Modulator 
6) FSK Demodulator 
7) Audio Processing Block 

These separate blocks may be considered as separate design modules. 
The details of each module/block will send to you later. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Project 2: 
A) Name of Design: Bandgap bias network  circuit  
B) Description/Functionality: 

 
To allow stable biasing independent of supply voltage, temperature and process, 

we have designed on-chip Bi-CMOS bandgap bias network optimized with respect to 
noise behavior. Used CTAT (Complementary to Absolute Temperature) and PTAT 
(Proportional to Absolute Temperature) combination to realize bandgap. 

We have designed and analyzed different possible designs and finally come up 
with Bandgap Bias Circuit with satisfied response as shown in Fig.3 

 

 
Figure 3: Bandgap Voltage Reference 
                            
 
Following are the more details about the proposed design  
 
Approximate Design  
Process parameters we have taken (typical high speed CMOS Process) 
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Temperature dependent parameters for BJT in a typical process 
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Design is done at Tnom=25°C=298.16K 
 
We propose to develop above separate block which will be useful in many integrated 
circuit design products. 
The response of the above circuit found to be good. 
This design is completed first at circuit level. At present functional level design is not 
ready. It will be communicated to you soon. 
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